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Abst rac t - -We use Fourier series to establish an integral representation f a right inverse of a 
difference operator which is the q-analogue of d .  The kernel of this integral operator is ~/~4 and is 
the Rienmann mapping function that maps conformally the interior of an ellipse onto the open unit 
disc. We also define fractional powers of the right inverse operator and establish their index law. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In their  memoir  of 1985 [1], Askey and Wi lson introduced what  has become known as the Askey- 
Wi lson operator .  I t  is defined in the following way. Given a function f (x)  with x = cos 0, then 
f (x )  can be viewed as a function of e i°. Let 
S (ei0) := f (x ) ,  x ---- cos0. (I.i) 
In this notat ion,  the Askey-Wi lson finite difference operator  :Dq is defined by 
( (:) 
6q COS 0 ' 
(1.2) 
where 
(1.3) 
The Askey-Wi lson operator  is a q-analogue of d on [--1, 1]. The recent papers [2-4] dealt  
with defining right inverse to :Dq on weighted L 2 spaces and computed the eigenvalues and 
eigenfunctions of :D~ -1 explicitly. 
The purpose of this work is to study the q-analogue of ~ .  In analogy with (1.2), we define 
( qg) (:) 
(Aqf)(O) := i (q-1/2 _ qX/2)' 9 (eiO) :---- f(O). (1.4) 
It  is clear that  qn/2 _ q-n~2 
e ine, (1.5) Aqe i've = i ql/2 _ q-1/2 
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which implies 
Aq cos(n0) = -an sin(n0) and Aq sin(n0) = cn cos(n0), (1.6) 
with 
qn/2 _ q-n~2 
an "- ql/2 _ q-1/2 " (1.7) 
We used the notation (1.7) to simplify the formulas. We shall also use the notation 
oo 
I(O) .~ E [an cos(n0) + bn sin(n0)] (1.8) 
n=0 
to mean that the Fourier series expansion of f is the series given in (1.8). Since we do not want 
an to vanish for any positive integer n we demand that Iql ¢ 1. It is evident from (1.7) that an 
is symmetric in q and 1/q. Thus, there is no loss of generality in assuming Iql < 1. 
DEFINITION. Let f e L2[[-Tr, 7r]] and f(0) ~ ~-]n°°=l [an cos(n0) + bn sin(n0)]. Then 
oo 
(Aq l f )  (0):= ~ [an sin(n0) - bn cos(n0)] (!.9) 
Cn n=l  
Note that le~°l = 1 if O e [-rr, rr]. Hence, if f is defined on [-rr, rr] then / (z )  of (1.1) or  g(z) 
of (1.4) are defined on the unit circle. On the other hand the definitions (1.1) and (1.4) require 
/(z)  and g(z) to be defined on an ellipse in the complex z plane with loci at (+1,0) and axes 
Iq1-1/2 + Iql 1/2. This leads to the following definition of Aq which is the equivalent to (1.4) if we 
replace f in (1.4) by its Fourier series. 
DEFINITION. Let f E LU[[-Tr, r]] and assume (1.8). We say that f is q-differentiable if both 
{anq -n/2 } and {bnq -n/2 } belong to l 2. For a q-differentiable function f, its q-derivative (Aqf)(O) 
is defined to be the unique function (a.e.) satisfying 
oo 
(Aqf)(O) ~ -- E an[an sin(n0) -- bn cos(n0)], bo := 0. (1.10) 
r / , :0  
In Section 2, we first give an integral representation for Aq I. This integral representation 
leads us to a suitable definition of a fractional integral operator Aq ~. In Section 2, we also prove 
the index law for fractional integrals. In Section 3, we discuss the inverses of the operators of 
fractional integration. In particular, we solve a q-analogue of the Abel integral equation. 
Note that our definitions of Aq and its inverse introduce Aq and Aq 1 as multipliers on Fourier 
series. We will similarly define Aq ~ in Section 2. The classical operators of fractional calculus, 
namely the Riemann-Liouville, Weyl and Erdelyi-Kober operators [5], are multipliers on the 
Laplace and Mellin transforms. The q-fractional operators tudied here are the q-analogues of 
the Weyl operators on the unit circle [6]. A1-Salam [7] introduced a q-analogue of the Rieman- 
Liouville fractional integrals and derivatives using the fractional powers of Dq: 
(Dqf)(x) := f (x)  - f(qx). (1-q)x ' (1.11) 
see also [8]. Q-analogues of the Erdelyi-Kober operators are studied in [8-10]. Many questions 
about our operators remain open. For example, their Leibniz rule is not known but Leibniz rule 
is known for Dq; see [11]. In fact Leibniz rule is not known even for the Weyl operators on the 
unit circle. 
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2.  Q-FRACTIONAL INTEGRALS 
We first establish an integral representation for Aq 1. 
THEOREM 2.1. If f(O) ~ En%l [an cos(n0) + bn sin(n0)] then 
1F  [~-~ sin(n(O-¢))]f(¢)d¢. (2.1) 
(Aq l f )  (O) = 7 cn 
7r n=l  
PROOF. In (1.9), replace an and bn by their integral representations 
l i ]  1I] an = - f (¢)  cos(n¢) de, bn = - f (¢) sin(n¢) de 
71" ~r 71" ~r 
then interchange the order of summation and integration, which is justified since the series in- 
volved converge uniformly for Iql # 1. 
The kernel in (2.1) is a constant multiple of ~7~((0-¢)/2; x/~)/17~1((0-¢)/2; v/-~); see [2]. See [12] 
for properties of theta functions. The kernel of (2.1) is also related to the Riemann mapping 
function of the interior of the ellipse, with loci (+1, 0), major and minor axes Iq1-1/2 :t= Iq1-1/2, 
onto the open unit disc. The details are in [2]. 
We are now in a position to define fractional powers of A~ -1. 
DEFINITION. The operator offractionM integration Aq ~ for c~ > 0 is defined by 
1 Sj [~-~ c°s[n(O-¢)-c~rl2]]f(¢)d¢, (2.2) (Aq~f)  (0) := - 
Gr re cg n=l  Cn 
for f e L2[[-ir, ir]] with f~_~f(x) dx = c. 
THEOREM 2.2. (The index law.) With the convention A ° = the identity operator, we have 
A~A~ n = Aq (~+~), (2.3) 
for e > 0 and/3 _> 0. 
PROOF. We need only to consider the case a > 0 and 13 > 0. It is clear that 
i IJ S/ [~--~ c°s[n(O--+)--°~Gr/2] [~ rr rr n=l  Cna n=l  Cflrn 
It is straightforward to see that 
F~ [~-~=1 cos(n(O-¢)-air/2)c~ 
f(~)d~d¢. (2.4) 
[Z.=l cos<,,,<+ 7;>,,, - 
: / -  coslnIO +> m<<, 
m,,,=1 2c~ e~ 
cos in(0 - ¢) - m(¢  - ~) - (~ - /3 ) (~/2) ]  
+ 2c,~& d¢ 
O0 
--- z 
'rl,~ 1 
We now interchange the orders of integration in (2.4) and use the above calculation to reduce 
the right-hand side of (2.4) to Ao ~+~. This completes the proof. 
It, is worth recording a second integral representation for A~ ~ which may be useful. 
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THEOREM 2.3. The operators of q-fractional integration have the integral representation 
(Aqaf ) (O)_  ( I -q )  a / /  ~ (a)n qn[cos(O-¢-rra/2)-qn+a/2cos(aTr/2)]  
?r n~0 
(2 .5 )  
PROOF. Write can as (q-1/2 _ ql/2)C~q,m/2(1 _ q=)-~, then expand (1 - qn)-a by the binomial 
theorem. This gives 
n=l j=0 n=l 
= ~ j! 1 - q~/2+Jei(°-¢) j=0 
oo = Z (~I' q,+~12 [cos(~__C__ral2 ) _q,+~/2cos(arl2)] 
,=0 1-  2qJ+o/  T 
This establishes the theorem. 
One advantage ofthe representation (2.5) has over (2.4) is that the kernel in (2.5) is well-defined 
and continuous on the square [-1, 1] × [-1, 1], provided that a # 0, -2, -4 , . . . .  
3. Q -FRACTIONAL DERIVAT IVES 
In analogy with the classical theory of fractional calculus [5], we now introduce a q-analogue 
of fractional derivatives. 
DEFINITION. For a E (0, 1), define the fractional derivative of order a by 
Aq = AqAq(1-~). (3.1) 
LEMMA 3.4. I ra  > 1 then 
/~q • AqAqa x-a (3.2) 
PROOF. In order to evaluate AqAqaf using (2.2) and (1.4) we need to evaluate the action of Aq 
on cos[n(0 - ¢) - a~r/2]. Clearly 
~71" o~Tr 
Aq cos [n(O- (p)- T]  = Aq {cos[T/,(0- (~)] cos (T )  + sin[n(0- ¢)] sin (2 )  } 
= c~ {cos[n(0- ¢)] sin (7 )  - s in [n (0 -  ¢)] cos (7 )}  
= cos  n(O - ¢)  - - 1)  g . 
A calculation using (2.2) and (1.4) gives (3.2), and the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 3.5. I ra  > n, and n is a positive integer, then 
n -,~ = ,~-a (3.3) Aq Aq ~q . 
PROOF. This follows from Lemma 3.1 by induction on n. 
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THEOREM 3.6. The operator Aq ~ is the right inverse to A~ when a E (0, 1), that is 
AqA~-af = f (3.4) 
for every f e L2[[-Tr, Tr]]. 
PROOF. The theorem follows from (1.10) and (2.2). 
The next question we wish to consider is the question of finding the eigenvalues and eigenfunc- 
tions of A~ -~ for positive a. 
THEOREM 3.7. The eigenvalues OfAq ~ on the subspace {f :  f e L2[-~r, Tr],fZ~ f (x )dx  = 0} 
of L2[[-Tr, 7r]] are { e+i~ /2 / c,~, n = 1, 2, . . .  }. Any eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvaIue 
e+i~/2 / Cn is a constant multiple of cos(nO) 7= i sin(n0). 
PROOF. If 
;[5 A E [as cos(nO) + bn sin(n0)] -- i cos[n(0 --_ ) - aTr/2] f(¢) de 77 C n 
n=l  ~r n=l  
f i  [ cos(n0 aTr/2)+bnsin(nO-aTr/2)]  _- an - 
n= 1 Cna 
Therefore, 
/kanCn = an COS -- b n sin , 
The above system has a nontrivial solution if and only if 
[ AC n -- COS -~- s in  2 -~-  ---- 0. 
This identifies the eigenvalues a  stated in this theorem. The eigenvalues are simple since lql < 1 
and the Cn'S are distinct. The Fourier coefficients of any eigenfunction associated with the 
eigenvalue An = e+ia~/2/Cn must satisfy 
am=bin  =0,  i fm~n and bn=-  A~cn-cos s in(a~)" 
This shows that the eigenfunctions are as described in the theorem. 
We concluded this work by mentioning a few remarks. Theorem 3.3 gives an inversion formula 
for the integral transform F(O) = (A~f ) (0 ) .  The integral equation (A~f ) (0 )  = g is the 
q-analogue of the Abel integral equation and is of convolution type but not of Volterra type. 
We do not know of any method of solving A~f  -- g other than the use of Theorem 3.3. 
Another comment concerning the properties of A~ ~. When c~ > 0 the operator Aq ~ maps L 2 
functions into infinitely differentiable functions. This indicates that the mapping properties of 
our operators will differ in a significant way from those of the Weyl fractional operators on the 
unit circle [6, Section 8 and 9 of Chapter 12]. 
Brown and Ismail [2] defined :Dq 1, an inverse to the Askey-Wilson operator, by 
1 - q f~ 0'4 ((0 - ¢)/2, v~) 
(Dqlg) (COS0) = 4-~-'-V/~ J_~ ~ ((0 ¢)/2, v~ ) g(cos¢)sinCd¢, (3.5) 
where 
qn 
~'4(z'q-------J) - 4 E -_ q2n sin(2nz). (3.6) 
O (z,q) 1 
n=l  
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The operator 7)q 1 is defined on L2[[-1,  1], (1 -x2)  W2] and it is easy to see that  it maps L2[[-1,  1], 
(1 - x2) 1/~] into L2[[-1,  1], (1 - x2)-I /2].  Thus, (73ql) 2 and higher integer powers of :Dq 1 may 
not be defined on the whole of n2[[-1,  1], (1 -x2)1/2] .  On the other hand 7:)ql(x/1 -x27)q  1) is 
defined since multiplication by v/1 - X 2 maps L~[[-1, 1], (1 -x2)  -1/2] onto L2[[-1,  1], (1-x2)1/2].  
It is clear that  (x/1 - x 2 Dql )  n can be computed from Aq, hence, one can use our definition of A~ 
to define (~T)q l )% 
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